A genetic linkage map with 29 loci spanning human chromosome 13q.
A genetic linkage map for the long arm of human chromosome 13 contains 29 loci derived from 38 probe and enzyme combinations and two protein polymorphisms. Thirteen loci form a continuous linkage map of 106 cM in males and 230 cM in females; each was placed on the map with support of at least 1000:1 against alternative orders. On a sex-combined basis, the mean distance between markers is less than 13 cM. The order of loci on the genetic map agrees with physical localization data that show that together these 13 loci cover 13q13 to 13q34. This map was used to regionally localize the 16 remaining loci. The linkage maps reported here should prove to be useful to investigators mapping disease genes and other genetic markers on human chromosome 13.